REMEMBER TO TEST YOURSELF
Completing revision tasks such as mind maps and
flashcards is a great start but to make revision more
effective you need to test yourself. Below are some
ideas specific to each revision strategy outlined in
this booklet. You can test yourself or get a friend or
family member to help you.
Match up cards:
Time how long it takes you pair up the cards- what is
you fastest time?
Just use ‘question cards’ and try to remember the
answers
Just use answer cards and try to remember the
questions
Make a ‘chain’ of answers but explain how one thing
is connected to the next
Important- put a green dot on each one you get
right and red dot on each on youre not sure about.
Start with the red ones in the next round.
Two Sided Flash Cards:
Spread them all out on a take with the questions
face up and try to remember the answers. Do the
same with the answers face up and remember the
questions.
Make a ‘chain’ of answers but explain how one thing

is connected to the next.
Important- put a green dot on each one you
get right and red dot on each on you’re not
sure about. Start with the red ones in the next
round.
Mind Maps:
Pole-bridging- place your finger on the centre
then trace over all the lines- talking yourself
through all the connections.
Take your mind map away and practice drawing out the imaginary mind map with your
finger- talk it through again.
Try to draw out your mind map from memory.
Check it, fill in any gaps in a different brightly
coloured pen.
Flip Flop:
Fold paper in half. Try to remember what is
on the other side of the paper for each of the
answers/questions.
Important- put a green dot on each one you
get right and red dot on each on youre not
sure about. Start with the red ones in the next
round.

Voice Recording:
When you make the voice recordings you should have followed these instructions - Make a separate
recording for each group of facts/topic, read the definition, leave a 2 second gap, read the answer/date/
key word and then repeat for all the facts that you want to include. Listen to the recordings try to answer
the question before the recording gives it to you.
Word Wall Activities:
Write down all of the answers/key terms on a sheet of A4 paper. It it’s important to scatter then arounddon’t make it neat. Try to put them in to groups/colour code them. Can you come up with different ways
to link the words? Make a MESS! Draw lines between the facts/key terms that are connected. As you draw
the line- say out loud what the connection is. Draw as many as you can and will look like a total mess
(hopefully)

REVISION MATERIALS AND APPS
http://www.learningscientists.org/downloadable-materials

What is it?
A website that offers different ways and techniques to help revision at home. It
has downloadable resources and offers a step by step guide
https://www.thepurplepumpkinblog.co.uk/gcse-revision-tips-for-teensand-their-parents

Revision guides provide excellent support and are available at
the library to purchase. Revision guides give detailed notes and
many now provide practice exam questions for your to complete
with available mark schemes. The librarian will assist you in
getting the correct revision guide for your course and level.
Top 5 Revision apps
Gojimo
This revision app boasts mostly free content and covers GCSE, A
level, IB, iGCSE, Common Entrance and more.
iMindMap and bubbl.us
Mindmaps, mobile mindmaps.
Quizlet
Quizlet enables students to create their own revision flashcards,
as well as to use sets created by others.
Memrise
If learning languages and vocab is your focus, then Memrise is
worth checking out.
Get Revising
Create revision timetables using Get Revising’s Study Planner tool
https://www.tes.com/revision-tips/top-five-revision-apps-helpstudents-revise

Websites used in schools
https://www.educake.co.uk
https://www.mymaths.co.uk
https://www.pinterest.co.uk
https://senecalearning.com

PRACTICE PAPERS
Practice papers from the exam board
are a great way to familiarise yourself
with the types of questions they may
ask. We suggest a variety of ways to
complete past papers:
• Time yourself- give the correct time
limit for the paper to see how far you
get and if you need to work on your
time management
• With or without the revision guide.
This can help you gain confidence with
more difficult content and give you an
idea of which topics to focus on.
• Mark your paper with the mark
scheme as this will show what answers
are detailed enough to get full marks.

ANAYLSIS TASKS
A key skill required for both Literature and Language
is that of analysis. Students will need to be able to
write about the way in which methods are used by a
writer to communicate their views and ideas.
In order to achieve success you should practise this
skill by:
• Ensuring that you have learnt the key terms you
have covered in class.
• Choose quotations from poems, novels and even
articles and see if you can explain how the writer has
tried to persuade a reader to follow their point of
view.
• You should always use quotations to support your
ideas and prove your point.
• You should always try to pick out single words
which have been used and explain how they help the
writer to really emphasise or repeat their views.
• Thinking about anything which may have
influenced the views of the writer other than their
own opinion and add this to your explanation.

MIND MAPS

Mind maps are a great way to break a
subject down. The picture above shows
how to construct them.
Make sure you use different colours and
diagrams to represent what you have
learned.
The picture the right is an excellent
example from RE.
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If you change your mindset and
think positively then different cells,
the ones that make you more alert
and help find the correct
information, become active.
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“In fourteen hundred and ninety-two,
Columbus sailed the ocean blue...”
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Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain

The great fire of London
happened in 1666. Using
the code, 1666 translate to
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4 Unleash your imagination

You can memorise topics easily if
you tap into the brains natural
ability to remember stories.

Use words & pictures
throughout your map.
Wherever possible use
single key words,
printed along a line.
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es Each word or picture
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF MEMORY

MEMORISE IT

If you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right
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An ancient technique used to link things to places. Use somewhere
familiar to you e.g. home, exam hall, the car or your uniform.

Image chains
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The lines make the associations
between ideas as clear as
possible. Make them flowing and
organic, each line the same length
as the word or image. Always
ensure that lines connect to the
end of the line at the previous
level. Lines will be thicker at the
centre and thinner further out
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Start at the centre of a
blank, landscape page,
try to use a colourful
image to represent
your subject

Relax

and less like this rather
stressed brainwave

CONDENSE IT

If you think negative thoughts
like ‘I’ll never be able to do this’,
then your brain naturally activates
all the cells connected to failure.
Then you fail.

UNDERSTAND IT

To be able to memorise and
recall things, brain waves
should look more like this
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The structure that you are
drawing will show a ‘radiant
hierachy’ with ideas radiating
out from your central theme
and main branches
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Experiment with different ways
of linking and emphasising
different aspects. Use
highlighters, codes, arrows,
capital letters etc.

TOP TIPS FOR UNDERSTANDING

The FIRST AND LAST SENTENCE
of each paragraph usually
contains the most information.

Did you know?

UNDERSTANDING AND
CONDENSING INFORMATION
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GRAPHIC ORGANISER
Graphic organisers are an
excellent way to summarise
course content. It gives you a
focus for key facts and
connections.

You should try to complete
these without a revision guide
then use it to fill in the the
gaps.

You could also colour boxes/
areas with green if you
remembered it and red if you
needed help from your
revision guide.
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